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Crosswinds
1.5, 2 & 3 BRHK Apartments

Plot No 178, Drakshbag, Jangal Mangal Road, Near Saaz Theatre, Bhandup (West), Mumbai - 78



The Varasiddhi Group

Incepted 5 years and 30 prestigious projects ago, the Varasiddhi Group stands for trust, quality and impeccable design.

The Group has to its credit a spectrum of experience ranging from residential, commercial, and projects in the retail space. 

The Varasiddhi Group seeks to build a better life for customers, leveraging their core strengths - the 5 Ls of Leadership, 

Luxury, Lifestyle, Location and Legacy - to create a landmark of exemplary quality and design that benchmark the 

highest standard of living.

In addition to this, it has won hearts of 1000 families and endeavors to do so in their many projects to come.

Features and Ameneties

 Club House

 Banquet Terrace

 Swimming pool / Kids Pool

 Amphitheatre

 Pool side party lawn

 Gymnasium

 Outdoor Sports & Activities

 Sauna and Spa

 Pool & Snooker

 Basketball

 Landscaped Garden

 Meditation Corner

 Children’s play area with sandpit

 Proximity to Dream Mall, 
Wockhardt, Pawar International 
School, Bhandup Station and 
Nirmal Lifestyle

The amenities mentioned are indicative, based on the construction of the building as is proposed at present and it is issued in good faith, 
subject to the approval of the authorities or in the interest of the continuing improvement and development of the complex, the developers 
reserve the right to alter the layouts, plans, specifications or features without prior notice or obligation. The details contained in the 
leaflet/brochures or any other printed informative material, are only indicative and artistic imagination, may not be exact or accurate, and 
the same does not form either the basis or part of the offer or contract. Guidelines are enforced for not allowing grilles, flower beds/pots, 
etc. to be fixed outside windows or any other changes to be made in external elevations.

Crosswinds - a unique project for a unique lifestyle

The Varasiddhi group presents its latest project- Crosswinds, for luxurious and comfortable 

living . One of the tallest residential towers in Bhandup, each apartment in this 22 storied, 

sky-touching space offers ample natural light, cross ventilation and a breathtaking 270° view.

Crosswinds offes a selection of 1.5, 2 & 3 BRHK Apartments and shops.



17/483 Shakuntala CHS LTD., Dattamandir Road, Pant Nagar,

Ghatkopar (E), Mumbai 400 077.

email: vipl@varasiddhi.co.in  |  Site: +91 9920306148

CROSSWINDS Core Team:

Project Architect : ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT 

Design Architect : SPACE DYNAMIX 

Structural Consultant : INTEGRATED ARCHITECT & DESIGNERS (I) PVT. LTD.

PHE Consultant : INTEGRATED ARCHITECT & DESIGNERS (I) PVT. LTD.

Lead Consultant : GRASS ROOTS

Legal Advisor : TAMHANE  & CO

CROSSWINDS Location Map:
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